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Just south of the border with Cockburn is Challenger Beach, a small beach access node with a boat ramp and changing facilities.

An industrial area takes up the vast majority of the Kwinana coast. Unlike Henderson, there is public access permitted to some stretches of the beach (Photo 20A). A popular horse beach has for some time existed to the north of the area, however given the land owner has expressed the intent to restrict public access to the site, it was not included in the map (see industrial area example on page 30 for more information).

South of the industrial area is Kwinana Beach and Wells Park, a minor activity node with water and park-based recreation. The node is the former site of a jetty recently destroyed in a storm, while an old boat launching ramp still exists but is not included due to its poor state and plans for decommissioning.

Stretching south of the beach is the Ngobaat Biddi Coastal Tucker Trail: a short educational walking trail and nature experience area (Photo 20B).